Preserve not to lose
ELRII-308
outputs and results

Outputs
24 premises with total area 2261,91 sqm in
Granary of Balvi manor, Sangaste castle and
Dedovichi library restored; design and interior
adjusted
and
equipped
with
modern
technologies and furniture for created and set
up 8 permanent expositions with 25
digitalized units:

Blacksmiths’ masterclass in Sangaste
international event "Rye’s songs. Harvesting
festivity." 27-28.09.2013 (Estonia)

5 exhibition halls in Balvi county museum
(Latvia) equipped with modern technologies and
stylishly-designed: 1 permanent exposition
consisting of 19 digital units established
8 premises in Sangaste castle (Estonia) with 5
contemporary expositions including 3
digitalised exhibitions have been created
11 rooms of Dedovichi district central
library (Russia) renovated with a total area of
1684,91 sqm with 2 permanent expositions
organized and currently functioning. In the
library Centre of Cultural Heritage in
Dedovichi is established. 1 park surrounding
manor complex Knyazhi Hills tidied and 1 park
near Dedovichi library landscaped
Travelling exhibition “From Rye to Bread”
established with the contribution of all 3
partners from Estonia, Latvia and Russia and
presents 100 years old and todays’ tradition of
growing rye and wheat, harvesting and baking
bread
91 participants trained in 3 local seminars
organized at each partner in Estonia, Latvia and
Russia on possibilities to start-up own small
business in crafts and traditional skills

Exposition of intangible cultural heritage in Balvi
county museum (Latvia)

Travelling exhibition “From Rye to Bread” in
Knyazhi Gorki (Russia)

Digital exhibition and exposition in Balvi county
museum (Latvia)

Traditional crafts and skills taught by local
craftsmen in 23 masterclasses to 524
participants
3 2-days International Events organized by
each Partner "Rye’s songs. Harvesting festivity"
in Sangaste; "Nightingales Jugging in Knyazhi
Hills" in Dedovichi; "Grey Stones Stories' Days"
in Balvi with total 329 participants

ECDay 2014: Opening of the Cultural Heritage
Centre in Dedovichi (Russia), 25th September

RESULTS

Signing of Cooperation agreement among
partners’ municipalities on 27th September, 2013

Complexes of manors in order to create
preconditions for efficient natural and cultural
heritage utilization developed to promote
sustainable socio-economic development in Pskov,
South Estonia and Latgale regions
Attractiveness of Balvi (Latvia), Sangaste
(Estonia) and Dedovichi (Russia) improved for
inhabitants of neighbouring regions, visitors and
tourists
New culture tourism products created in Balvi
(Latvia), Sangaste (Estonia), Dedovichi (Russia)

5 exhibition premises stylishly-designed and
equipped in Balvi Granary (Latvia)

Cultural and historical heritage
preserved for future generations

has

been

Traditional crafts, skills and know-how revived,
exchanged and transferred to next generations
by means of facilitating preservation of nationally
significant intangible heritage with contemporary
ways and means

Winter garden in Sangaste Castle, 8 premises
reconstructed (Estonia)

Coordinated Action Plan including marketing
program on possible cooperation activities for
craftsmen and masters of traditional skills is
developed and delivered.
Public awareness about natural and cultural
heritage, the need to preserve and revive it for
next generations raised; opportunities for cultural
education extended

Dedovichi district central library after
renovation (Russia)

Cooperation agreement among Sangaste Rural
municipality
(Estonia),
Dedovichi
District
administration (Pskov region, Russia) and Balvi
municipality (Latvia) on cooperation in the areas of
economics, trade, culture and social policy signed

ECDay 2014: Preserving Grand Oak and
opening of digital expositions in Balvi (Latvia)
Digitalized rye field (Sangaste,
Estonia)

Masterclass on bread baking in Dedovichi
(Russia)

Digital full-size portrait of
general field marshal Berg
(Sangaste, Estonia)

Audio phone "Call your manor"
(Sangaste, Estonia)

